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Science and technology are as weapons, to solve world issues 
and produce innovators – who can imagine a new world.

At the International School of Science (ISSJ), we provide an environment where students 
can freely immerse themselves in their interests and further develop their abilities and 
potential. Through this environment, we hope that the students can then help resolve 
issues in the future, through new inventions and discoveries. To create a world where hope 
arises from “what fun can I get into today” that lead to action, is the sole reason of starting 
this International School of Science Founding Project.

In August 2017, we have built on the two previous years’ preparatory work in establishing a 
school, by offering a 11-day residential summer school. The purpose of this summer school 
was to offer high school students a taste of what ISSJ can provide. A total of 28 students 
participated, including the 7 junior high and high school students from Japan. The students 
partook in lectures by prestige researchers from around the world combined with practical 
training. In addition to these lectures and workshops, students had group discussions 
every night that lasted until midnight in order to prepare for their final presentations on the 
last day.

Coming together under the common language of science, students discussed at length 
and sometimes clashed or reached a stalemate in talks. Although daunting at first, these 
impasses gave valuable experience to understand the process of debating an issue to find 
a solution, and also for the students to be able to present their thoughts, ideas, and opin-
ions to others in a constructive and confident manner.

This helps to instill a belief that no matter how difficult or unclear a situation may seem, a 
way forward can always be found. In the decades to come, there are no clear paths. It is 
the ability to make new paths and establish new ways of thinking in science, that will be 
critical in such times.

We strongly believe that the students who took part in the ISSJ Summer School 2017, 
gained skills and experiences that will function as a catalysis in the future to create a new 
path.

Furthermore, we believe that being involved in ISSJ changes students' perceptions for the 
better, and students have the potential to change the world for the better. Last but not least, 
we are very grateful for all our supports as ISSJ strives towards achieving this goal.

Representative Director  Ryuichi Nomura
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The Ultimate Freedom

Human beings have paid a lot of sacrifices in order to feel free. Through the 
tireless efforts of our ancestors, we are now able to have a lot of environments 
where we are free from oppression, feudal systems, doctrines and traditions.
But now, if you look around, there are many people who are unconsciously 
oppressed by morality, collective promises, moods, pressure and restricted 
behavior. It seems that freedom today comes with the price tag of a restrained 
heart. 

Free from hunger and diseases. The freedom to choose a profession and the 
freedom to vote. We not only need to be conscious of our physical, social, 
political and financial freedom, but also go beyond our preconceived notion of 
freedom as we further develop.
We need to remove the many barriers that exist unconsciously, to reach our 
true potential and express them fully to the world.

“To become free,” should be every single human’s end goal.

Philosophy
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Students need not to be fed information 
and knowledge, but instead, need an 
environment where they themselves can 
grow and learn while realizing that they 
too, can change the world.

Students wil l mainly work on their own 
research project that they will select on their 
own.  We  w i l l  have  a  new educat i on  
approach and school system where individ-
ually created timetables are respected, all 
the while encouraging interactions with the 
greater world and diverse society by gaining 
knowledge and learning from affiliated orga-
nizations and networks. 

To create a world where people can 
immerse in what they are passionate 
about and be respected.

Students start their search through the trial 
and errors of looking for a research theme. 
We will nurture students, who can immerse 
themselves on what kind of impact they 
would like to have on the world, relate that 
to their research, come up with a hypothesis 
and conduct research while incorporating 
experts’ opinion.

Vision

Mission

About ISSJ
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Opportunities to face challenges
In the process of reaching the “ultimate freedom,” people will 
become capable of facing bigger challenges. Challenges help people 
grow and that eventually leads to a broader sense of freedom. At 
ISSJ, we will provide a safe environment to face these challenges.

Diversity
There are strong bonds between humans. Through respecting diver-
sity, students can naturally recognize and understand the existence 
of various worlds and ways of thinking. We would like to provide an 
environment that would help find new possibilities.

Accessibility to Knowledge
By securing access to adequate knowledge not only fosters growth 
and freedom as a person, but also has a great power as a tool, to 
express ourselves to the world. An environment with rich and 
high-quality knowledge, is an essential element in order to create an 
environment that is free and liberating.

Values
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About ISSJ

Prospective Graduates

People who can build new values with their own 
thoughts and judgments without being held by ex-
isting values, and those who can act according to 
their values with courage.

People who recognize that there is a possibility of 
creating something new through respecting the dif-
ferences without trying to homogenize.

Create a path where none existed

See value in the differences
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Future Prospects

Networking with science institutes
to build learning communities

High school students will be based in the center facilities 
and affiliated organizations where they will immerse 
themselves in research, while collaborating with a diverse 
background of adults. We aim to create a new type of 
educational institution where students will leverage the 
network of organizations scattered around the world.
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About ISSJ

BASE partners work
with ISSJ students

The BASE will have a classroom, laboratory and 
a dorm where all the students will cohabitate. 
The students will also collaborate with affiliated 
institutions and partners to conduct joint re-
search. 

Partner

Partner

Partner

Partner

Partner

BASE
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About ISSJ

Philosophy

Science has the ability to shape our dreams into reality. It is the engine of innovation. 
Through the development in science, humans are able to materialize our hopes and 
dreams.

Designing our future and making it a reality. Science is the most powerful tool for just 
that. Science is a language in itself that transcends time and place. Science will be 
used as a tool to materialize reality and resolve issues. At the International School of 
Science, we would like to help build these talented people and send them off to the 
world.

Our aim is to increase people that are actively involved in science, who can apply and 
send that message out to the world. We believe that, that will increase the chance of 
having a society where our hopes and dreams materialize.

Science as a tool
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ISSJ Overview

Past Summer School Programs　ISSJ Summer School 2015-2017

Applicants
265名

Countries & Territories
16

Gender Ratio
45%：55%

　

　

Scholarship Rate
60%

Program Overview  ISSJ Summer School 2015-2017 

2016

2015

2017

60%55%45%

Date：August 3rd ～ 9th, 2015 (7 days)
Location：Yokosuka Telecom Research Center (YRP)
Participation Fee：160,000 yen
Max. Capacity：25 pax
Total Participants：25 pax (Japanese：12, Overseas：13
Applicants：32)
（Japan, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Singapore）

Date：August 3rd ～ 9th, 2016 (7 days)
Location：Yokosuka Telecom Research Center (YRP)
Participation Fee：150,000 yen
Max. Capacity：50 pax
Total Participants：48 pax (Japanese：18; Overseas：30
Applicants：101)
（Japan, Vietnam, the Philippines, Indonesia,・Singapore,
Mongolia, China and Taiwan）

Date：July 30th ～ August 9th, 2017 (11 days)
Location：Ritsumeikan University Biwako Kusazu Campus
　　　      Tokyo Science University, Noda Campus
Participation Fee：250,000 yen
Max. Capacity：30 pax
Total Participants：35 pax (Japanese：7; Overseas：28
Applicants：132)
（Japan, Vietnam, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Mongolia, the 
Philippines, Indonesia, Ukraine, United States of America）
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Applicant Information　ISSJ Summer School 2015-2017

Country Name  

Vietnam 53 10

the Philippines 48 11

Indonesia 13 3

Japan 12 7

Bangladesh 2 1

Malaysia 2 0

India 1 0

Mongolia 1 1

Ukraine 1 1

United States of 
America

 
1 1

Total 132 35

13 1 1

14 5 2

15 28 8

16 52 9

17 39 13

18 7 2

Total         132            35

Male 69 22

Female 63 13

Total 132 35

ISSJ Summer School 2017

Canada (1)

USA (2)

GBR (1) Ukraine (1) Mongolia (4) China (2)

Korea (1)

Japan (55)

Taiwan (1)

Vietnam (90)

Philippines (68)

Malaysia (4)

Singapore (5)

Indonesia (27)

India (1) Bangladesh (2)

Participant 
Numbers Participant 

Numbers Gender 

Age Applicant
Numbers 

Participant 
Numbers

Participant Information

Applicant
Numbers Applicant

Numbers 
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▪Japan　
Oin Junior High School, Osaka YMCA International, Kaiyou High School、Kaichi High School, Kaetsu Ariake High 
School, Kato Gakuen Gyoshu High School, Gunma Kokusai Academy, Keio Senior High School, Koishikawa 
Secondary Education School, Kita Junior High School, 
Saint Maur International School, Makuhari Junior and Senior High School, Seigakuin Junior & Senior High 
School, Seisen International School, Tokyo Gakugei University International Secondary School, Junior and 
Senior High School at Otsuka, University of Tsukuba, Koyo High School, Nada Junior and Senior High School, 
Shiritsunihonjoshidaigaku Fuzoku Junior High School, Notre Dame Seishinchu Koto School, Hyogo Kenritsu 
Daigaku Fuzoku Junior High School, Hiroo gakuen Junior & Senior High School, Fujimi Junior & Senior High 
School, Futaba Junior & Senior High School, Meikeigakuenchugakko High School, Gakko Hojin Ritsumeikan 
Ritsumeikankeishochugakko Koto School, Minato Ward Roppongi Junior High School, Yokosuka Sogo High 
School, Waseda High School 

▪Philippines
Angeles City Science High School, Philippines Science High school-Western Visayas, Philippines Science 
High school Central Luzon Campus, Philippine Science High School - SOCCSKSARGEN Region Campus, 
Philippine Science High School Main Campus

▪Vietnam 

Nguyen Sieu Private School, Foreign Language Specialized School, Le Quy Don gifted high school, 
Concordia International School Hanoi, Chu Van An Highschool, Hanoi Amsterdam High School for the 
Gifted, Lawrance S.Ting School (LSTS), Nguyen Sieu High School, Le Hong Phong High School for the Gifted

▪Singapore
School of Science and Technology, Singapore, Singapore American School, United World College of South 
East Asia

▪Indonesia
Sekolah Aam Insan Mulia (SAIM), SMAN 4 Tangerang Selatan, Ricci 2 Catholic High School, SMA Yadika 5 
Joglo, SMAN 1 BANDUNG, MAN INSAN CENDEKIA SERPONG TANGGERANG SELATAN INDONESIA, Taruna 
Nusantara High School

▪Mongolia
Sant School, Orchlon International School

▪United Kingdom
Stewart's Melville College

▪Bangladesh
BAF Shaheen College Dhaka

▪Taiwan
Taipei American School

▪United States of America 
Phillips Academy Andover

▪Ukraine
MacDuffie

Past Participating Schools

ISSJ Overview
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2015-2017 Professor Profiles
Akihiko Yamagishi
Professor, Department of Applied Life Science, Tokyo University of Pharmacy and Life Science, 
TOYAKU. Graduated the University of Tokyo in 1975
Lecture "When and how life emerged on the Earth" at 2015

Akiko Moriyama
An independent trainer and consultant specialized in Intercultural Communication, Diversity 
& Inclusion, and Interpersonal Communication.
Lecture "We are all different: What Diversity can bring to us" at 2015

Akira Fujishima
Tokyo University of Science, President. He is known for discovering the photocatalytic and 
superhydrophilic properties of titanium dioxide (TiO2) resulting in an array of applications 
such self-cleaning technologies that have changed the world.
Lecture “How to enjoy science” at 2017

Akinori Nagano
Professor, Faculty of Sport and Health Science
Ritsumeikan University.
Lecture "Recent topics in sport biomechanics" at 2017

Charlotte Evans
Teacher (elementary, high school and university)
Lecture "How to make team, how to work in team" & "Why do scientists need to think about 
ethics?" at 2015 to 2017

Chien Wen Chen
RIKEN Brain Science Institute. 2011.PhD. Department of Medical genetics, Cambridge 
University, United Kingdom. 1999 MS. Department of Biology, Fu-Jen Catholic University, New 
Taipei City, Taiwan. 
Lecture "Genetics, an invisible secret within you and me" at 2015

Gaku Nagashima
Data Scientist / Yoga Instructor.
Harvard University PhD candidate in Applied Physics 2011-2015- State University of New York 
at Stony Brook in Physics 2008-2011
Lecture "How have I lived my life? And How am I living now?" at 2015

Gary Vierheller & Sachiyo Vierheller
Gary Vierheller (MIRAIKAN), Presentation coach / Sachiyo Vierheller (Inspire Ltd.), English 
Advisor
Lecture "Learn to Present Science" at 2015 to 2017
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Hideki Masuda
Postdoctoral researcher at National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS) in Japan.
PhD(Engineering) from University of Tsukuba, Japan.
Lecture "Power generation and consumption techniques for innovative energies" at 2016

Ichido Uchida
Rinzai sect Daihonzan (head temple) Engaku-ji Temple
Deputy Chief Priest
Lecture "Learn Zen( 禅 ) world and science" at 2016

Ken Endo
Researcher of Sony Computer Science laboratories Inc., and CEO of Xiborg Co., Ltd.
Lecture "Relationship with human body and technology: A case of prosthetic leg for sports 
used in Paralympics" at 2016

Masafumi Terada
Assistant Professor, College of Sport and Health Science, Ritsumeikan University
Lecture "Reliability and reproducibility of outcome measures: Improving science" at 2017

Manabu Nishio & Ryo Yamada
Nishio is Lead of R&D & Yamada is Co-founder from WOTA(HOTARU) CORP.
Lecture "Toilet-to-tap? -water reuse for a water scarce world" at 2017

Masahiro Fujimoto
Assistant Professor, College of Sport and Health Science, Ritsumeikan University.
Lecture "Biomechanics of human balance and movement" at 2017

Hisaaki Shinkai
Professor, Osaka Institute of Technology. Visiting Researcher at RIKEN.
General Relativity and Cosmology. PhD (Theoretical Physics) from Waseda University 1995.
Lecture "Why we know there are black-holes? Introduction to Einstein's Relativity" at 2016

ISSJ Overview
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2015-2017 Professor Profiles
Naoki Takeishi
Assistant Professor, Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University.
Lecture "The world of Rheology" at 2015
"Biomedical Engineering - Fluid, Physiology, and Mechanics - & 
Meet young researchers and entrepreneurs" at 2016
“Biomedical engineering ‒ where does mechanics fit into the medical world?” at 2017

Norihiko Suzuki
Assistant professor, Photo catalysis International Research Center (PIRC), Tokyo University of 
Science
Lecture "Challenges on photocatalytic applications - How to overcome ‒ at 2017

Pavel Hecjcik
Science communicator, National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation (Miraikan). 
Master Degree in Math and Physics Education. PhD. Degree in Engineering.
Lecture "The biography of the Universe" at 2015

Pavel Prosselkov
RIKEN Brain Science Institute. 2013, March PhD in Veterinary Medicine.2001-2005 Course 
works in Neuroscience, Molecular and Structural Biology at the University of Queensland (UQ, 
Brisbane) and Australian National University (ANU, Canberra). 
Lecture "Evolution of the Cognitive Traits" at 2015

Qi Zhang
Research Scientist in Brain Science Institute, Riken.
Adjunct lecturer at Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University.
Invited lecturer at Juntendo University.
Lecture "IPS Who are you?" at 2015　　"Human body and human brain" at 2016

Ryo Sakurai
Co-founder of the GOB Incubation Partners
Lecture "Create new value by Design Thinking approach" at 2016

Satoshi Erdos Kato
Founder of Japan data scientist consortium
Risu-japan director
Lecture "Road to Data Scientist, the sexiest job of 21 century" at 2016
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Satoru Iwata
Assistant Professor Seikei University Faculty of Science and Technology Molecular Control 
Lab. Doctor degree from Tokyo Institute of Technology. 
Lecture "The material science of the light and the color" at 2015

Taiken Yokoyama
Director of Eiheiji department of international affairs. Head priest at Zenshoji in Hiroshima, 
conducting international Zen courses, Child Zen courses and many other programs.
Lecture "Zen & science" at 2017

Takeshi Hakamada
The founder and CEO of ispace technologies, Inc, which aims to the world leading lunar 
exploration company. M.S in Aerospace Engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology.
Lecture "Meet young researchers and entrepreneurs" at 2016

Yoshifumi Komasa
Founder of Sky Sea Academy and Sky Sea International Academy (Republic of Ghana). Special 
Ed Teacher at NPO Showa Gakuen, specialized in STEAM education. Graduated Keio University, 
majoring Applied Physics and Physico - Informatics.
Lecture "Future of Our Universe" at 2015
"Rocket experiment ～ one day field work ～ " at 2016
"Robotics & Programing basic information & competition, Theory of relativity & quantum me-
chanics, Experiment competition (Organic Chemistry & Distillation), Rocket experiment" at 2017

Volkhard Mäckel
Researcher at the Atomic Physics Laboratory at RIKEN Science Institute. Dissertation at the 
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany, Thesis title: Laser spectroscopy on 
highly charged ions at the Electron Beam Ion Trap. 
Lecture "Nuclear energy ‒ good or evil?" at 2015

Yoshino Ryu
Representative of G&G, specializes in English education.
Won a national speech contest & awarded by the Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Lecture "Learn the basics of PowerPoint and let's make a Doraemon Gadget a reality!" at 2015
"Learn the key basics of PowerPoint and win that investment!" at 2016

Sohei Wakisaka
Project Researcher, Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology, The University of 
Tokyo. Master degree and PhD for visual illusion studies.
Lecture "Meet young researchers and entrepreneurs" at 2016
"Cognitive bias" at 2017

ISSJ Overview
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Day   1  　Orientation & BBQ

Arrival day

Day   1~7　　Lectures & Research work
◆◆ How to make team, how to work in team

◆◆ Robotics & Programming basic information

Daily Reports
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◆◆ Zen & science

◆◆ Biomechanics of human balance and movement

◆◆ Experiment competition 1 (Organic Chemistry)

◆◆ Biomedical engineering‒where does mechanics fit into the medical world?

◆◆ Reliability and reproducibility of outcome measures : Improving science

2017 Summer School Overview
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Day  8 ~10   Lectures & Research work

◆◆ Cognitive bias

◆◆ Learn to present  science

◆◆ Rocket experiment / Rocket engineering

◆◆ Robotics & Programming competition

◆◆ Toilet-to-tap? -water reuse for a water scarce world

◆◆ Learn to present  science

Daily Reports
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◆◆ Experiment competition 2 (Distillation)

◆◆ Project work time

2017 Summer School Overview

Final presentation & Farewell party 
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“Find a social issue that the world should resolve by 2050,” was the broad assignment that the students 
were given. The students not only had to come up with a topic and solution by themselves, but also include 
things that they have learned through the summer school, combined with data collection and come up with 
a theory in their presentations. The groups were divided on the first day of the summer school by the teach-
ers with consideration of diversity in backgrounds and personalities.

The students were given “research project time” in between the lectures and workshop, where the groups 
were able to discuss and debate their topics as part of the preparation. Students spent countless nights 
staying up, in order to read through the literatures while sometimes facing heated debates. With various 
backgrounds and personalities, the members of the group had a valuable teamwork experience.

While some groups came up with their research theme through social issues, some groups managed to 
choose a scientific interest, turn that into a theme and relate that to a social issue. Throughout the process, 
all teams were constantly reminded by their ISSJ mentors to “Be scientific!” Through the group work, stu-
dents had the opportunity to really contemplate the true meaning of science.

Presentation Report (2017)
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The team that won the award this year, researched 
building defect detector. The three members of the 
team, was composed of students with completely dif-
ferent backgrounds and knowledge, in which they col-
laborated to come up with one interest together. This 
team utilized geography/earth science, sensor tech-
nology and deep learning in order to come up with a 
new defect detection method. The team was able to 
further and utilized their knowledge on architecture, 
sensory technology and artificial intelligence all the 
while applying and explaining that scientifically and 
thoroughly in their presentation.

All the teams had a wonderful final presentation on the last day of 
the summer school.  As every student presented, they asked very 
technical questions to other teams as well. Everyone responded 
perfectly, and their appearance was full of confidence and satisfac-
tion with their research and teammates.

Research theme of teams

・Plastic collection, pollution prevention
・Aquaponics and farming
・Bamboo Composite Material
・Water purification with robot
・Carbon dioxide to carbon 60
・Bioluminescent bacteria for lightning
・Solving forest loss. Find house material   
　and house design
・Wireless Electricity
・Building failure detection

2017 Summer School Overview
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Feedback
From the Students

The summer school was a lot helpful to me especially in learning 
the different areas of science. It was a remarkable experience 
especially when we get to interact with other nationalities and 
cultures.

I have learned and grown a lot after ISSJ. ISSJ not only teaches 
me amazing topics on science, but also inspires me in my 
dream and future career. This also connects me with great 
people from different backgrounds, strengths, and interests, 
who are now my lovely friends.

This summer school completely changed my attitude towards 
science, and I am now more curious about it.

I feel that this experience not only developed my passion for sci-
ence more but also developed me as a whole person. Being 
surrounded by people of different backgrounds and cultures 
broadened my perspective and because of the unique teaching 
style, we all learned a lot.

It's very successful in a way that we gained a lot of knowledge 
in just a span of ten days and learning with our multi-national 
classmates/friends. It's also successful since it grew our "class" 
as an inseparable group of students from around the world, 
though we come from different nation with different beliefs. ISSJ 
really made us very close.
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ISSJ has helped me to learn more and go beyond what I 
thought I could do, I tried out physics and chemistry (which are 
the two science subjects that I was never a fan of), I got more 
confident, I believed in myself, I learnt a lot, that's for sure, not 
just science but also about life.

I got to meet a lot friends, close friends, very close friends, 
friends that like and know and hang out with me for who I am, I 
can't tell you all how grateful I am for that opportunity. So just, 
simply, thank you.

I've learnt so much from the program and was able to really so-
lidify my interest and intended major for college. It also intrigued 
my passion for coding and robotics, and inspired me to maybe 
pursue a double major. 

I loved the practical aspect, which was expected, but also the 
students and the community. Everyone was so inspiring and 
open-minded. From day one, there was a welcoming atmo-
sphere and it was just really incomparable to previous experi-
ences I've had before. It made me look at science in a different 
way entirely.
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Pictures 2015
International  School of  Science
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2015
Summer
School
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Pictures 2016
International  School of  Science
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2016
Summer
School
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Pictures 2017
International  School of  Science
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2017
Summer
School
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Pictures 2017
International  School of  Science
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2017
Summer
School
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Pictures 2017
International  School of  Science 2017

Summer
School
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ISSJ Overview

International School of Science Japan 
Founding Project

■ Project Title
International School of Science Japan Founding Project (ISSJ）

■ Website
http://science-school.org/

■ Facebook
http://facebook.com/international.school.of.science

■ E-Mail
info@science-school.org

■ Advisory Board

Nanako Ishido  NPO CANVAS, Board Chairperson

Koji Ichiki HEADLINE Inc., Representative / 2020 Tokyo Olympic Paralympic Bid Committee 
                                             Public Relations Advisor

Tomohito Ebine Digital Hollywood University Business Breakthrough Professor / mobcast inc. 
                                               Senior Board Advisor / Legend Partners Ltd., Representative Director and Chairperson

Katsumi Kuwabara AIC New Zealand Ltd., Representative / AIC Oshu Corp. Senior Director

Masahiro Sato Digital Hollywood University, Professor

Tomoyuki Sugiyama Digital Hollywood University, President

Shuichiro Takahashi Leave a Nest Co., Ltd. COO

Takeshi Takegawa Viling Holdings Pte. Representative / IMPACT Foundation Japan

Masaharu Takimura Bistro Papa Inc. Representative / Father Cooking Expert / Cabinet Office Nutrition 
                                             Special Committee / Taisho University, Visiting Professor

Ikuko Newell Tsuboya IB Asia Pacific Regional Council, Member / Global Education Foundation, Board Chairperson

Kensuke Torii Kumon Institute of Education Co., Ltd., Cooperate Planning Dpt. Leader

Ichiya Nakamura Graduate School of Media Design, Keio, Professor

Tomonari Nomura Katsuiku, Representative Director

Masashi Mizunaga STARMICA Chairperson & CEO

Norio Yamaguchi EDURE LCA Co., Ltd., Representative Director

■ Sponsors



science-school.org /

International School of ScienceISSJ Founding Project

◆ Organization
International School of Science Japan 
Founding Project (ISSJ Inc. )

◆ Address
Stadium Place Aoyama 7F, 2-9-5,
Kita Aoyama, Minato-ku Tokyo, Japan 
〒107-0061 
TEL: +81-3-6455-1299

◆ Representative
Ryuichi Nomura
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